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ABSTRACT
At Blekinge Institute of Technology a remote electronics laboratory has been
developed. This laboratory is mainly build from three different parts, first there is a web
server that the user interacts with. The user can build his circuit here on a virtual
breadboard and adjust the instruments in a flash application. Secondly there is a
measurement server, which translates the circuit from the symbolic representation of the
virtual breadboard to real addresses of the circuit wiring robot. Finally there is an
equipment server which communicates with the instruments and the circuit wiring
robot. This server will set the parameters for the instruments as well as build the actual
circuit. The circuit wiring robot is based on a matrix of relays which can be toggled on
or off in order to connect a component which is situated on one side of the relay, on the
other side of the relays there are a number of nodes. These nodes make up the
intersections points in the circuit and it is here the user can connect different
measurement instruments.
The work done in this thesis has to do with the equipment server which has been
upgraded with a new circuit wiring robot and a new voltage source and therefore needed
new software. The main change were that the old circuit wiring robot, or matrix, were
controlled via a IO card that were cumbersome to use and rather expensive, this was
changed to a USB interface which is more generic and relatively easy to use. The
resulting software is then an adapted version of the old software. Another thing that
hade to be changed was the way to handle sessions to the instruments, in the old version
a session were open when communication to a instrument was needed and then closed
right after, this would not work any more since the new voltage source made reset when
the session was closed. In the new version sessions are opened when the equipment
server is started and closed when the equipment server is shutting down. Furthermore
all of the code has been reworked to se if it could be more optimized.
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1.

BACKGROUND

In order to accommodate a large number of students in electronics laboratory
experiments a remote computerized laboratory has been developed at Blekinge Institute
of Technology.
Experiments in electronics usually demand a large number of small components and
measuring equipment, every group of students needs a complete set of equipment. With
this system there is no longer a need for this since the experiments are done via an
online server. This server is connected to all the different instruments needed as well as
to a circuit wiring robot. This robot contains all of the components that are needed for
the experiment. The components are situated in a matrix and through a number of relays
the robot can build the circuit by toggling these relays on and off.
The students will see a virtual breadboard on which the circuit can be build. This circuit
can then be translated by the system so that the robot can build the right circuit. On this
breadboard there are connections to all of the different instruments that are normally
available in an ordinary laboratory. These instruments are situated in a PXI box, PXI is
a standard used to connect instruments to a PC, that is connected to the server. This
instruments are real and not simulated, hence the result will be the same as if the student
were sitting in a classroom and performing the experiment in the old fashion way. Since
both the instruments and the circuit are real there is a risk that the couplings could be
harmful, a component could burn, and some sort of fault control is needed. This is done
in the measurement server who has something called a max list that contains all circuit
loops that are permitted and supported by the matrix. This matrix can be altered in order
to accommodate different experiments, there must be at least one max list for every
configuration of the matrix otherwise no circuit can not be build.
Future engineers in electronics needs to have hands on knowledge in building circuits
and in using measuring instruments and this knowledge can only be acquired through
experimenting with circuits and instruments. In resent years there has been a decrease in
the number of experiments done by students in this field. This system is not meant to
replace the traditional way of conducting experiment but to be a complement to it. The
idea is that in introductory course the students performs the experiments in the ordinary
way in order to get the hands on experience and in later course the students can start to
use the remote laboratory. In this way the student will have first hand experience of
building circuit before using the system.
In the interface presented to the student there are, as mentioned, a virtual breadboard
where the student can build the circuit. In order to perform measurements the student
can use a number of different instruments, these instruments are the same that are
available in the local laboratory (local laboratory is denoted as the situation where the
experiment is performed in the normal way of building a circuit with real component on
a real breadboard.), these instrument appears to the student as a picture of the real
instrument situated in the local laboratory. This picture is actually a flash application
where buttons and other control handles can be moved by the user in the same way that
one would do on a real instrument with the difference that instead of using your hand
you now have to use the mouse cursor. In this way the interface to the instrument will
be well know by students who formally have used these instruments in a local
laboratory.
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2.

INTRODUCTION

The remote electronics laboratory is divided in three parts; this is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Figure 1
Users connects to the web server by TCP using a ordinary web browser, the
measurement server transforms then the circuit builds in to text strings containing
information about the specific circuit build, this information is then sent to the
equipment server using the TCP protocol. By having one measurement server
communicating through TCP there is a possibly to have a number of specific equipment
servers configured for different measurements. Every server has a circuit wiring robot
that connects components, instruments and voltage according to the users breadboard
build.
The circuit wiring robot is a 3D matrix containing relays that connects or disconnects
components or instruments. The complexity of this matrix increases with the number of
circuit nods. If a circuit has N nodes and if the user adds one resistor, there is N*(N-1)/2
branches in which it can be added. In a circuit with 16 nods there are 120 possibilities.
For the moment this laboratory provides basic laboratory exercises and therefore this
expanded flexibility is not necessary. It is important to exclude configurations that can
damage or destroy equipment but in the same time the room for unexpected or harmless
mistakes should be as wide as possible. The communication from the equipment server
to the circuit wiring robot is handled by an I/O card. The measurement server handles
connections via the web server with all the users.
The user interface presents a virtual breadboard where the user can connect different
components and voltages according to the laboratory description, Fig. 2 shows a simple
circuit builds on the virtual breadboard.
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Figure 2
After the user has completed a circuit build, the measurement server investigates if it is
possibly to perform measurements without damaging or destroying the equipment
and/or components. The circuits are then translated into text strings containing
information about which relay to activate in the circuit wiring robot. Fig. 3 shows a
small part of the circuit wiring robot. The circuit wiring robot contains over a hundred
relays which gives a wide range of possibly laboratory assignments and expanding the
complexity of the assignments.

Figure 3
After the measurement server authorize the circuit builds on the virtual breadboard a
message containing necessary information for the measurement are created according to
a predefined standard, the frame work of this package are <SourceSetup>
<CircuitSetup> <TransientPaus> <MeasurementSetup> <SwitchDelay>
<SwitchChange> <Measurement> this is also the order in which the equipment server
execute measurements. The equipment server is continually listening for packets on a
specified port in this case port 5001, Fig. 4 illustrates how this is handled in the
equipment server.

Figure 4
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The equipment server accepts new connections on the port specified under Server port
to the left in Fig. 4, the connection is then added to a synchronized queue, this prevents
one user from flooding the equipment server which in turn would prevents other users
from performing there measurements. Every connection to the equipment server is
logged to a file used for debugging the system. When the packets have entered the
queue it is passed on to another VI called process_data.vi that processes and executes
the client settings. In process_data.vi there are two different alternatives, inform or
data. Inform gives the user a packet in return containing the status of the equipment
server, data handles the users setting and then sends the packets to
control_instruments.vi where the equipment server splits up the information to the
different instruments and to the circuit wiring robot. Depending on the experiment setup
one or more of the instruments are used.
Information regarding circuit builds is passed into circuit_builder.vi. Different parts of
the packets are divided by a question mark “?”, for example the settings can look like 2
14?5 3 this will activate relays 2, 3 and 4, since 14 is 1110 in binary code, on the 2:e
card and then activate relays 1 and 2 on the 5:ft card. When the equipment server has
activated the relays contained in the string it deactivates the rest of them, this to ensure
that old connections are removed. For every new connection the equipment server
control if the new circuit build differs from the previous one. If they are the same, there
is no reason to build it again and the equipment server does not need to calculate which
relays to activate. If it is a new circuit build this will be translated, by the equipment
server, into a string containing those relays that needs to be activated. Every element of
this string is then processed individual and sent to digital_IO.vi.
Digital_IO.vi, this VI can be seen in FIG. 5, controls the basic input and output of the
6508 Digital I/O card, the I/O card have 4 digital ports but the equipment server is only
using 2 of them at the moment. There are six different functions available in
digital_I/O.vi, the command that are mostly used is build a complete card, which
enables the user to build a complete card by specifying the card number in a string
together with information about which relays to activate. This is the part of
digital_I/O.vi that circuit_builder.vi uses when the information are past on. The circuit
build, used in the circuit wiring robot, is saved by digital_IO.vi as a matrix in a file. In
this matrix there are information about which component on which card is in use. In
Fig. 5 this is done at number 3.
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Figure 5
To the left of number 1 in Fig. 5 are data in, this is where the information enters the
digital_io.vi. This information is a string containing numbers that represent different
things depending on the there position. The first number tells the system which case to
use and is extracted, this is shown in Fig. 5 number 1. The cable going from 1 to the
case frame, which is the frame in the middle, contains information about which case to
choose, here case number 9 is chosen which can be seen in the top of the case frame.
Number 2 in Fig. 2 are where the card number are separated from the information
regarding which relays to activate, card number are then recalculated to represent a
valid value to the I/O card. Information regarding the relays is rebuilt to represent a bit
string that is divided in to two parts, this is shown in Fig. 5 number 5 and 7.
The new equipment server that are going to be built will contain mostly the same
utilities as the old one described here, however there are some difference, the new one
will use a USB interface to communicate with the circuit wiring robot instead of the
rather more cumbersome I/O card. Furthermore there will be an upgrade of the voltage
source, instead of the old one that are connected via a GPIB connection this new one is
situated in the same PXI box as the rest of the instruments. Another change that needed
to be made in the equipment server is that instead of opening and closing the sessions as
soon as there is any communication with a peripheral item, sessions to all peripheral
items will be opened as soon as the equipment server is started and these sessions will
be closed when the server is closed.

3.

THEORY OF OPERATION

In this chapter a short explanation of the equipment server is made, a more in depth
description is made in APPENDIX B. First a presentation of the changed and of the new
VI:s later an description of how an experiment is handled by the equipment server.
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Previously, sessions has been opened and closed as soon as communication with
peripherals components was needed, in the new equipment server this has been
changed. As soon as the equipment server starts it will run session opened on all
peripherals components, these will be remain open until the equipment server is closed.
Control_instrument.vi controls all of the instruments as well as all of the circuit
functionality. Through the main case structure of this VI all “data” packets can be
forwarded into the right part of the equipment server. The package that enters this VI is
build up of different parts. The first one is the address to the right case in the case
structure. The other parts are the information that is going to be used in the subVIs.
For instance if we are going to build a circuit the package will look like this:
41 3 4?4 9?2 9
The first number, 41, is the address to the circuit_builder.vi, the other numbers are
addresses to various components that are included in the circuit. What these other
numbers means are explained in the circuit building part. The number 41 is of course
not the only address that can be entered into this VI and this is further described in
APPENDIX B.

3.1 Circuit Building
This VI is the core of the circuit building. In to this VI we get a string describing which
relays that needs to be activated. This string is made up of different parts, one part for
each card separated by a question mark (?). Every one of these parts contains two
different numbers one that is the card number and one that is a representation of the
relay numbers. Those cards that are not in this string are cleared.
If we look at an example: 3 4?4 9?2 9. This means that relay 3, since number 4 is 100 in
binary code, on card 3 is activated as well as relays 4 and 1, since 9 is 1001 in binary
code on card 4 and 2.
Every card has from ten to twenty relays and we need to be able to address everything
from one to all the relays, this is done through using a binary sequence where the first
relay is the first bit and the third relay is the third bit etc. However this is further
complicated by the fact that the measurement server uses addresses that are equal, in
length, to a power of two. So to be able to address twenty different relays we need 32
bits address length. This gives us between 12 and 22 bits more then we need,
unfortunately these extra bits presents a problem since they are not all at the end, half of
them are in the middle and this is why we need the translater.vi this VI rebuilds the
address string into an address that we can use in the later parts of system. After this VI
the information is sent to digital_IO.vi.
Digital_IO.vi is the one that handle all communication with the circuit wiring robot, it
has three functions, clear all cards, clear multiple cards and configure a card. All of
these functions have to communicate with the robot this is done by the use of
USBwrite.vi, more about this VI below. The three functions also have to save the
changes that they make, this is done in two ways. The first way is that they save the
changes to a global variable called session settings, the other way is that the changes
are written into a log file using a VI called fileIO.vi. Digital_IO.vi is also responsible
for clearing old settings in the circuit wiring robot, circuit_builder.vi creates a string
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containing the number of those cards that are going to be cleared. This string is then put
into an array that is easier for digital_IO.vi to use. This operation is done by a VI called
cardstringtoarray.vi.
The three VI that handles the USB interface are called USBWrite.vi, USBClose.vi,
USBOpen.vi. In order to communicate over the USB interface a session needs to be
open, this is done by the USBOpen.vi, and is done during the initiation of the
equipment server. When the equipment server needs to write to the circuit wiring robot
the USBWrite.vi is used. The USBClose.vi is used when the session is ended, this to
prevent software failure.

3.2 Circuit Switching
In order to accommodate measurement on transient the equipment server must be able
to toggle one component on or off. When the circuit is built using the circuitbuilder.vi
there is a pause after to wait out any transients. When the system uses this VI there is no
pause.
This VI takes a card number and a component number as inputs, the component number
is altered in order to accommodate the addressing system and the card number is used to
find the present configuration of this card. When the equipment server has the correct
address for the component and the present configuration of the card, the component will
be toggled using an xor operation. When the new configuration is sent to the card via
the digital_IO.vi a transient will be created and the student can perform the
measurement. As in the case of circuitbuilder.vi the system uses the translater.vi to
translate the addresses so that the new circuit wiring robot can understand them.

3.3 Voltage Source
In the new equipment server there is a new voltage source that is situated in the PXI box
together with the rest of the instruments. This was not the case in the previous version
and the program was changed accordingly. The larges difference from before is that the
new voltage source uses different VI:s for communication.

4.

USER’S GUIDE

The equipment server is not intended to communicate with the user immediately, there
is a layer in between. This layer consists of a measurement server written in C code that
translates from the symbolical representation of the circuit into addresses that can be
used in the equipment server. However, theses component addresses are later rearranged
by the equipment server to suite the new circuit wiring robot.
The communication between the measurement server and the equipment server is
defined in the Protocol specification V4, there are three types of package that can be
sent between the two and these are “data”, “info” and “error”. Each package should
begin with a number representing the length of the package, then the type and after this
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the content. In order to perform a measurement it is important to put the information in
the correct order, this order is available in the protocol specification.
As an example a low-pass filter is used, for this type of measurement a function
generator, an oscilloscope, a resistor and a capacitor is needed. The function generator
is used to create a sinusoidal signal, the address for this should look something like this:
“11 0 2 10000 0 0 1 0 0 0,5 0”. This address means a sinusoidal wave with 2V in
amplitude, frequency at 10kHz, no DC offset nor any phase shift, the trigger is
continuous and immediate, the burst count is set to zero, the duty cycle is set at 50% and
user defined waveform is zero since it is not used. The first number (11) is the address
to the function generator.
Furthermore, an oscilloscope is needed to measure the output from the filter. This
instrument needs two different commands, one for the setup and one for the
measurement. The address for the setup phase should look something like this:
“21 0 1 20 50 1000 1 0 10 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0,0 0,0 2 1 0 2 0 2 0 2”. 21 is the instrument
address and then come the setup command (0). The oscilloscope setup package is
divided into five parts the first part is autoscale this is set to 1, the second part is
horizontal configuration and includes three values, these are sample rate which is set to
20, reference position which is set to 50 and finally it is the record length which is set to
1000. The next part is the channel set up where channel 1 is first, this channel this is
enabled, in mode AC as vertical coupling, 10V as vertical range, 0 as vertical offset and
1 as probe attenuation channel 2 is disabled and needs no further values. The next part
is the trigger settings, this contains eight different settings. In this particular case the
trigger should trigger on channel 1 on positive slope with an AC coupling. The trigger
level is set to be 1 and there are no hold off or delay. The mode for the trigger is set to
be auto level and the timeout value is 1. Finally there are settings for three
measurements, these three are set identically. The measurement in done on channel 1
and it is the frequency that is wanted. However this is just the set up phase of the
oscilloscope, there must also be a fetch command, this will look like this 21 1.
The circuit needed is addressed as a card, on which the components are situated, and a
number that represents those components. If there are a need for component one and
two on a card the string will look like this 00000000000000000000000000000011 this
bit field is then translated into a decimal representation in this case 3, if the card number
is 2 the address will be 2 3. Since there is no circuit wiring robot for this example the
circuit address will be improvised for instance 2 3, furthermore the instrument has to be
connected to the circuit this is done in a similarly way, 16 3.
To build the command for the whole experiment should look like this:
000116data\n11 0 2 10000 0 0 1 0 0 0,5 0\n2 3?16 3\n31 0\n21 0 1 20 50 1000 1 0 10 0
1 0 0 0 0 1 0,0 0,0 2 1 0 2 0 2 0 2\n21 1\n
Where 000116data is the header and 31 0 is a delay, note the order that the commands
are entered in. To make this work the order is important. First of all we need to start the
signal generator then we build the circuit. When the circuit is being built there will be
some transients occurring, these must be waited out. When the signal generator and the
circuit are done the set up of the oscilloscope can be made and after this is a
measurement can be preformed. To divide the separate parts of the input string a “\n” is
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used, when the length of the string is measured then this symbol should be count as one.
The first number in each part is used in the control_instrument.vi.
The length of the input string is important so that the equipment server knows how
many characters there are to read. The next part of the header is needed to get the
equipment server to handle the massage in the correct manner. The way that the
equipment server would handle this message is this, first the equipment server reads the
message and will notice that it is a “data” message and sent it to the
control_instrument.vi, this VI will read the first number and see that it is a command
for the signal generator and will sent that part of the string to the VI that handles the
communication with this instrument then the equipment server will continue with the
next part of the string.

5.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This thesis has resulted in a new equipment server which is adapted to suite the new
hardware. This has been achieved thru altering parts if the existing equipment server
into something usable.
The largest change in the system is how the equipment server and the matrix or circuit
wiring robot communicates. Previously this has been done through a IO card which was
a specific component, now this is done via a USB interface which is more generic. In
order to do this a new matrix was developed and this new matrix posed some issues that
needed to be addressed. The main difference between the old matrix and the new is in
the way different relays are addressed, this change was achieved by a small VI called
translater.vi which transforms the address that enters the equipment server into an
address that is understandable for the matrix.
A new voltage source was included in the equipment server and this posed a problem, in
the old equipment server sessions to the different instruments were opened and closed
as soon as there was any communication to be made. This was not possible with the
new voltage source since this instrument cleared its settings when the session was
closed. If the session could remain open as long as the equipment server was running
this problem could be avoided. This theory was tested and successful and all of the
instruments were changed to this way of session handling. The new equipment server
therefore opens all sessions, to all the instruments as well as to the matrix, on start up
and maintains these open until the server is closed.
Furthermore, there has been a lot of work done to the old code, much of it has been
rewritten in a more efficient way and some of it has been made obsolete and are now
discarded. However there is still work to be done especially in the oscilloscope.vi.
In the future there are some things that could be done, for instance the translation
between the circuit that are build on the virtual breadboard could be moved from the
measurement server into the equipment server. The measurement server receives which
components that should be connected between which nodes in the matrix and translates
this into relay addresses. This could be done in the equipment server since it is this
server that controls all the hardware and all hardware related functionality should be
here. This would also give a better separation between the measurement server, which
handles the software part of the system, and the equipment server.
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The equipment server keeps the card settings in its memory so that it does not have to
write the same thing twice. A better way of doing this is perhaps to have this
functionality in the measurement sever. In this way the measurement server only has to
send what is new in the experiment. This however poses a problem, the equipment
server resets all of the instrument and the matrix when it has been idle for 5 minutes.
This reset must be known by the measurement server if this is going to work. One
solution to this is that the measurement server sends a package to the equipment server
after 5 minutes of idling to reset and the equipment server does not have to reset it self.
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APPENDIX A

Distance Laboratory

Protocol Specification
Version 4.0
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Protocol overview
The protocol is based on requests and responses. The client builds a experiment string, a
request, and sends it to the server. The server then handles the request and produces a
response that is sent back to the client.
Each request are sent in a separate TCP session, that means you have to connect and
disconnect for every request made to the server.

Packer header
Packet types
There are four different packet types:
Indicator
Data
Information
Error
x = Valid

“data”
“info”
“error”

Reque
st
x
x

Respons
e
x
x
x

Generally the packets look like:
<Length><\n><Type><\n><Content>
<Length>

: String (6 characters long)

The length of the data following. Not including length.
<Type>

: String

Type of request, is encoded as character. See the table above.
<Content>

: Data

Packet payload
Separator is the new line character.

Request header
<Length>

: String (6 characters long)

See above.
<Type>

As seen in the table above, only data and information packets can be sent as requests.
Data packets: Are used for instrument setup and measurement execution.
Information: Packets are used for requesting information about the server.
<Content>

The content or payload contains the instructions for the server, what we want to do.
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Response header
<Length>

: String (6 characters long)

See above.
<Type>

The type of this packet depends on what kind of request was made. But mainly it
indicated if the request was successful or not (Error).
Data packets:
Are used to return measurement data.
Information packets: Are used when requesting information from the server.
Error packets:
Are used when a error occurs.
<Content>

Measurement data, information or error message.

Error packets
When something goes wrong or if the request is invalid, the server will return a error
packet.
<Error length><\n><Error><\n><Error message>
<Error length>

: String (6 characters long)

String encoded length of the error message following.
<Error>

Packet type for error (“error”).
<Error message>

Description of the error. Short text describing what went wrong.
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Instrument Interface
To execute a experiment, all instrument states must be sent to the server in
chronological order. That is, the order that they should be executed on the server. You
should follow the standard rules of experimentation when deciding in which order
command is to be done. (See command order documentation)
Notice: It may be possible to construct request that can be harmful to the hardware, or
at least produce unexpected results. Therefore the requester should be careful to validate
the request before it is sent to the server. More documentation about validating requests
are available.

Instrument addresses
<Instrument ID>
Function Generator (5401)
DC Power Supply
Oscilloscope
Digital Multimeter
Extended Peripherals
Circuit Builder
Digital I/O
Circuit Switch

Enum
11
12
21
22
31
41
42
44

Instrument request and response
Requests and responses are sent as data packets.
There can be multiple instrument requests/responses in one packet, separated by
newline (‘\n’).
All instrument requests and responses are encoded in the style of:
<InstrumentID><\t><Instrument Data>
<InstrumentID>
: See above
<Instrument Data>

One or more instrument request/responses, separated by ‘\n’
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FUNCTION GENERATOR

Function Generator request
Each element should be separated by space.
<Waveform><Amplitude><Frequency><DC Offset><Start phase>
<Trigger mode><Trigger source><Burst count><Duty Cycle High><User
defined waveform>
<Waveform>
Sine
Square
Triangle
Ramp up
Ramp down
DC
Noise
User defined
<Amplitude>

Enum
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
: Double

Limits: 0 – 10.0 V peak to peak
<Frequency>

Limits: Sine, Square = 20 MHz, All others = 1 MHz
<DC Offset>

Limits: -5 V to +5 V, |(DC Offset + Amplitude)| < 10 V
<Start phase>

Limits: -180.0 to +180.0 degrees
<Trigger mode>
Single**
Continous
Steped**
Burst*

Enum
0
1
2
3

<Trigger source>
Immediate
External

Enum
0
1

<Burst count>*

: Integer

Is 0 when disabled.
Notice: Should always be set to 0 on the 5401 function generator
<Duty Cycle High>

: Double

This property controls the duty cycle of the square eave the function generator is
producing. You specify this property as a percentage of time the square ware is high in a
cycle. Default Value: 50%
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<User defined waveform> : Array of 512 Double or ‘0’

Should only be sent as a single 0, when no user waveform is used.
* Is only supported by 5411 Functions generator
**Only continuous triggering mode is available in standard function output mode

Function Generator response
No responses
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DC POWER SUPPLY
The connection scheme is located at:
cvs:/kretsdesign/Micrografix/Distanskort/spänningskabel.dsf

DC Power Supply Request
Each element should be separated by space.
Each channel has separate characteristics:
+6 (0.0 - 6.0) V, (0.0 – 1.0) A
+20 (0.0 - 20.0) V, (0.0 – 100m) A*
-20 (-20.0 - 0.0) V, (0.0 – 100m) A*
*the combined outputs must not exceed 3 W total.
With an auxiliary power supply are connected:
+6 (0.0 - 6.0) V, (0.0 – 1.0) A
+20 (0.0 - 20.0) V, (0.0 – 1.0) A
-20 (-20.0 - 0.0) V, (0.0 – 1.0) A
<Function><...>
<Function>
Setup
Fetch data
Fetch:
Setup:

Enum
0
1

<Nil>
<Enable><Voltage +6><Current Limit +6><Voltage +20>
<Current Limit +20><Voltage -20><Current Limit -20>

Setup does not return any data. To do that you have to send fetch data (as function). The
fetch request doesn’t have any other parameters. Setup must be done before fetch.
<Enable>

: Integer

0: Disable
1: Enable (default)
<Voltage>

: Double

Valid value is described under the parameter Channel Name above.
<CurrentLimit>

: Double

Valid value is described under the parameter Channel Name above.

DC Power Supply Response
When a DC Power Supply request is sent with function set to fetch, the DC Power
Supply will return (on success) the current voltage and current level.
Notice: all channels are always included in the response.
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<Power Channel * 3>

Order +6V, +20V, -20V
<Power Channel>

: <Output Voltage><Output Current>

<Output Voltage>

: Double

Delivered voltage
<Output Current>

Delivered current
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OSCILLOSCOPE

Oscilloscope Request
Each element should be separated by space.
<Function><...>
<Function>
Setup
Fetch data
Fetch:
Setup:

Enum
0
1

<Nil>
<Autoscale><Horizontal Conf><Channel * 2>
<Trigger><Measurement * 3>

Setup does not return any data. To do that you have to send fetch data (as function). The
fetch request doesn’t have any other parameters. Setup must be done before fetch.
<Autoscale> : Boolean

If autoscale is used the oscilloscope makes all settings according to the signal. (This is a
function created by NI and we don’t have any opportunities to change anything).
<Horizontal Conf>

: <Min. Sample Rate><Reference Position>
: <Record Length>

<Horizontal Conf.Min. Sample Rate>

: Double

Specifies the sampling rate for the acquisition.
Units: Samples per second
Valid Values: The combination of sampling rate and minimum record length must
allow the digitizer to sample at a valid sampling rate for the acquisition type specified
in niScope Configure Acquisition and not require more memory than the onboard
memory module allows.
NI Default Value: 20 MS/s
<Horizontal Conf.Reference Position>

: Double

Specifies the position of the Reference Event in the waveform record as a percentage
of the record. When the digitizer detects a trigger, it waits the length of time the
Trigger Delay property specifies. The event that occurs when the delay time elapses is
the Reference Event. The Reference Event is relative to the start of the record and is a
percentage of the record length. For example, the value 50.0 corresponds to the center
of the waveform record and 0.0 corresponds to the first element in the waveform
record.
NI Default Value 50.0%
<Horizontal Conf.Record Length>

: Integer

Passes the minimum number of points you need in the record for each channel; call
niScope Actual Record Length to obtain the actual record length used. Refer to
Coercions of Horizontal Parameters for more information about why the record length
may be different than what was specified.
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Valid Values: Greater than 1; limited by available memory
NI Default Value 1000
<Channel>

: <Enable>

<Channel.Enable> : Boolean
False:
<Nil>
True:
<Vertical coupling><Vertical range><Vertical offset>
<Probe attenuation>
If false no more channel parameters should be sent.
<Channel.Vertical coupling>
AC
DC
GND

Enum
0
1
2

Specifies how the digitizer couples the input signal for the channel. When changing
input coupling, the input stage takes a finite amount of time to settle.
<Channel.Vertical range>

: Double

Specifies the absolute value of the input range for a channel. The units are volts. For
example, to acquire a sine wave that spans between –5 and +5 V, set the Vertical
Range property to 10.0 V. If the signal is outside vertical range, the response will be
clamped to the measurement window, eg. +/- vertical range.
<Channel.Vertical offset>

: Double

Specifies the location of the center of the range. The value is with respect to ground
and is in volts. For example, to acquire a sine wave that spans between 0.0 and 10.0
V, set this property to 5.0 V.
<Channel.Probe attenuation>

: Double

Specifies the probe attenuation for the input channel. For example, for a 10:1 probe,
you would set this property to 10.0.NI Default Value 1.0
Limits: Any positive real number. Typical values are 1, 10 and 100.
<Trigger>

<Trigger.Source>
Channel 1
Channel 2
Immediate
External trigger

Enum
0
1
2
3

<Trigger.Slope>
Positive
Negative

Enum
0
1

<Trigger.Coupling>
AC
DC

Enum
0
1

<Trigger.Level>
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Specifies the voltage threshold for the trigger. The units are volts. The value you pass
for this parameter must meet the following conditions. Trigger Level <= Vertical
Range/2 + Vertical Offset and Trigger Level >= (-Vertical Range/2) + Vertical Offset
<Trigger.Holdoff>

: Double

Specifies the length of time the digitizer waits after detecting a trigger before enabling
the trigger subsystem to detect another trigger. The units are seconds. This property
affects instrument operation only when the digitizer requires multiple acquisitions to
build a complete waveform.
NI Default Value: 0.0 s
<Trigger.Delay>

: Double

Specifies the trigger delay time in seconds. The trigger delay time is the length of time
the digitizer waits after it receives the trigger. The event that occurs when the trigger
delay elapses is the Reference Event.
NI Default Value: 0.0 s
<Trigger mode>
Normal
Auto
Auto level

Enum
0
1
2

Normal:
If no trigger is received an error message is returned.
Auto:
If no trigger is received an immediate trigger is set.
Auto level : If no trigger is received a volt max measurement is performed and the
trigger level is adjusted according to this. If no volt max level is found an immediate
trigger is set.
<Trigger.Timeout>

: Double

Defines how long the fetch function shall wait for a trigger before it timeouts.
<Measurement>
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: <Channel><Selection>

<Measurement.Channel>
Channel 1
Channel 2
*Channel 3
*Channel 4
*currently not in use

Enum
0
1
3
4

<Measurement.Selection>
AC Estimate
Area
Average Frequency
Average Period
Cycle Area
DC Estimate
Fall Time
Falling Slew Rate
FFT Amplitude
FFT Frequency
Frequency
Integral

Enum
1012
1003
1016
1015
1004
1013
1
1011
1009
1008
2
1005
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Negative Duty Cycle
Negative Width
None
Overshoot
Period
Phase Delay
Positive Duty Cycle
Positive Width
Preshoot
Rise Time
Rising Slew Rate
Time Delay
Voltage Amplitude
Voltage Average
Voltage Base
Voltage Base to Top
Voltage Cycle Average
Voltage Cycle RMS
Voltage High
Voltage Low
Voltage Max
Voltage Min
Voltage Peak to Peak
Voltage RMS
Voltage Top
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13
11
4000
18
3
1018
14
12
19
0
1010
1014
15
10
1006
1017
17
16
8
9
6
7
5
4
1007
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Oscilloscope response
When an oscilloscope request is sent with function set to fetch, the oscilloscope will
return (on success) a waveform for each channel enabled.
Values that has not been requested are returned as 0.000000
Notice: all channels are always included in the response.
<Horizontal><Channel *2><Measure *3><Trigger>

<Horizontal.ActualSampleRate>

: Double

Returns the effective sample rate of the acquired waveform the digitizer acquires for
each channel.
<Horizontal.ActualRecordLength>

: Integer

The actual number of samples in the acquired waveform; this number may be less
than numSamples if the number you request is not available.
<Channel.ProbeAttenuation>

: Double

Specifies the probe attenuation for the input channel.
<Channel.VerticalRange>

: Double

Specifies the absolute value of the input range for a channel.
<Channel.VerticalOffset>

: Double

The offset factor of the given channel; useful for scaling binary data with the
following formula
voltage = binary data * gain factor + offset
<Channel.Gain>

: Double

The gain factor of the given channel; useful for scaling binary data with the following
formula
voltage = binary data * gain factor + offset
<Channel.Waveform>
: Array of [ActualSamples] Bytes
If ActualSamples is 0 then there will be nothing here.

<Measure>

: Double

<Trigger.Received>

: Boolean

Return false if no trigger is received.
<Trigger.Level>

Returns the trigger level used.
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DIGITAL MULTIMETER

Digital multimeter request
Each element should be separated by space.
<Function><Resolution><Range><Auto zero>
<Function>
DC Volts
AC Volts
DC Current
AC Current
Resistance (2 wire)
Resistance (4 wire)*
Frequency*
Period*
Diode*

Enum
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

* This mode is not supported.
<Resolution>

: Integer

What precision to make the measurement. (The higher the resolution the longer the
measure time will be.)
<Resolution>
3.5 Digit precision
4.5 Digit precision
5.5 Digit precision
6.5 Digit precision
<Range>

Enum
0
1
2
3

: Double

Maximum range of the measurement. If signal is outside range the result will probably
be clamped to range.
Autorange = -1.0
Example 10m = 0.01
<Autozero>

Enum (Integer)

Auto
Off (default)
On
Once

-1
0
1
2

Digital multimeter response
When a digital multimeter request is sent to the server, a result string (when valid) is
returned. This string contains the result.
<Measure>
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EXTENDED PERIPHERALS
Each element should be separated by space.
This is not really a instrument but is addressed in that way. Used for general control
over the hardware.
Notice: Maybe some of the function are misplaced and should be in the information
interface instead

Extended peripherals Request
<Function><...>
Function
Delay
Temp
Self test
Reset
Calibration

Enum
0
1
2
3
4

Delay: <Delay time>
<Delay time>

: Integer

Time to wait in milliseconds
Temp:

This will return temperature for DC power supply and function generator.
Self test:

This will perform a self test on DC power supply, oscilloscope, digital multimeter and
function generator.
Reset:

This will reset all instruments and disconnect all cards. This function will run
automatically after the server has been idle according to the settings in
measuereserver.ini.
Calibration:

This will calibrate DC power supply, oscilloscope, digital multimeter and function
generator. It is IMPORTANT to have all of the connected equipment removed before
calibration.

Extended peripherals Response
Delay:

No response
Temp:

<Temp>
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<Temp DC power supply>
Deliver the core temp in °C
<Temp function generator>
Deliver the core temp in °C

: Double
: Double

Self test:

<Self test>

: <Status DC power supply>, <Status Oscilloscope>,
<Status Digital multimeter>,
<Status Function generator>

<Status DC power supply>
Contains Passed or Failed
<Status Oscilloscope>
Contains Passed or Failed
<Status Digital multimeter>
Contains Passed or Failed
<Status Function generator>
Contains Passed or Failed

: String
: String
: String
: String

Reset:

No response
Calibration:

<Calibration>

: <Cal DC power supply>, <Cal Oscilloscope>,
<Cal Digital multimeter>, <Cal Function generator>

<Cal DC power supply>
Contains Passed or Failed
<Cal Oscilloscope>
Contains Passed or Failed
<Cal Digital multimeter>
Contains Passed or Failed
<Cal Function generator>
Contains Passed or Failed
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CIRCUIT BUILDER

Circuit builder Request
This is not an instrument; it is a function that connects either an instrument or a
component between two or more nodes.
Each component is encoded in the style of:
*<Card><\t><Data>
<Card>

: Integer

For which card to build circuit.
<Data>

: Integer

Describes which components in this card to use.

Circuit builder Response
No response
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DIGITAL IO
Each element should be separated by space.

Digital IO Request
<Function><...>
Function
Clear all cards
Clear multiple cards
Build a complete card

Enum (Integer)
1
3
9

Clear all cards:

Clear all relays on all cards.

Clear multiple cards: <Card mask>

Clear all relays multiple cards.
<Card>

: Integer

Which cards to clear.
Build a complete card: <Card><Data>
<Card>

: Integer

Which card to build a row on.
<Data>

: Integer

Describes which relay(s) on a card to enable.

Digital IO Response
No Response
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CIRCUIT SWITCH
Toggle a component ether on or off (connect/disconnect).

Circuit Switch Request
<Card><Component>
<Card>

: Integer

Which card.
<Component> : Integer

Describes which component on card to toggle (1-20).

Circuit Switch Response
No Response
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DATA TYPE EXPLAINATION
Datatype
Integer
Double
String
Enum
Boolean
Bitfield string
Char

Representation
String encoded integer
String encoded double (c locale)
String
Integer, with predefined values
String, “0” is false, “1” is true
String representation of bitfield,“01010101”
One Character only

If nothing else is written, the length of a string is undefined.

SUGGESTED COMMAND ORDER
<SourceSetup> <CircuitSetup> <TransientPaus> <MeasurementSetup>
<SwitchDelay> <SwitchChange> <Measurement>
< SourceSetup >
:
<CircuitSetup>
:
<TransientPaus>
:
<MeasuerementSetup>
<SwitchDelay>
:
<SwitchChange>
:
<Measuerement>
:
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<Extended Peripherals>
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APPENDIX B
Control Instrument
Control instrument is the one that handles all of the information that are sent from the
user to the equipment server. This VI has a case structure that can address all of the
different instruments as well as the circuit wiring robot, this is done by giving each of
the instrument VI, the extended_peripherals.vi, the circuit_builder.vi, the
circuit_switch.vi and the digital_IO.vi, an unique address. These addresses are
specified in the Protocol specification.
The information that is entered into this VI is in the form of a string that is divided into
several parts and every part in this string is handled one by one. All of these substrings
start with an address to the VI that is going to process the instructions included, this will
vary a great deal depending on which VI that is the target. The information needed in
order to set up the oscilloscope is vastly different from the information needed in order
to build a circuit.
Response from different VI differs depending on the called VI, if control instruments
calls on, for instance, circuit builder there will be no response, however if the called VI
is an measurement instrument VI there is of course an response that contains the data of
the measurement.

Circuit Builder
This VI handles the building of the circuits. It has two major parts, one for set up of the
cards included in the circuit and one for resetting all the other cards so that it is insured
that they will not interfere.
Fig. B1 shows the first part of this VI

Figure B1
Data in is the information that comes in to this VI, this can be processed in two ways.
First the VI controls the previous settings of the card, if the card already has the wanted
settings then there is no need for communication with the robot and time is saved.
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However, if the card is configured in another way this needs to be reconfigured and the
new configuration is sent to the VI called Digital_IO.vi and the variable I/O Settings in
Session Settings is updated.
The VI called Subdevide.vi in the beginning of this process takes a string containing a
lot of different card configurations that are separated by a question mark (?) and put
each of them into an array. This array can be of different length depending on how
complicated circuit the user wants to build, this is not an issue because the system can
adapt to the size.
All of the cards that are included in the circuit are marked in the variable Clear in
Session Settings so that the system knows what cards to clear in the second part of the
VI.
Fig. B2 shows the second part of this VI.

Figure B2
In this part of the VI the system utilises the Clear variable again this to see which cards
that are a part of the circuit, all other cards needs to be cleared. This is done through the
use of a loop that counts all the cards and when the counter comes to a card that is in the
variable Clear it do nothing. But when the counter comes to a card that is not in Clear it
adds this number to a string that has number 3 in the beginning. When all cards have
been counted the string is sent to the Digital_IO.vi. Now Digital_IO.vi will get a string
that could look like this:
3 1,3,6,8,11 the 3 in the beginning is to address the clear multiple cards mode in
Digital_IO.vi, the rest of the number represents the cards that are going to be cleared.
Furthermore, the system needs to reset the Clear variable for the next time.

Translator
This VI is needed in order to make the instructions from the measurement server
understandable for the circuit wiring robot.
Depending on the type of card the translation are slightly different, there are two
different types of cards connected to the circuit wiring robot. The first one is the
component cards that have a maximum of 10 relays, and then there are the instrument
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cards that have a maximum of 20 relays. Depending on the number of relays the
translation are preformed in a slightly different way.
Instrument cards:
The address for turning on all of the relays in one card should look like this: 1048575 or
as a bit sequence 11111111111111111111, however this is not a power of two and
needs to be translated in to a 32bit address. This translation is performed in the
measurement server, so that the address sent to the equipment server will look like this
instead 67044351 or as a bit sequence 00000011111111110000001111111111. In the
equipment server this information needs to be translated in to a valid address that are
accepted by the circuit wiring robot, according to the specification of the circuit wiring
robot a valid address for a complete card are “card number” 127127063. In Fig. B3 are
an overview of the translation for an instrument card.

Figure B3
The translation is preformed in nine different steps, numbered one to nine in Fig. B3.
The VI receives a two integer, one representing the card number and another one
representing the relays that are gong to be used. In Fig. B3 market with a 1 the
translator are transforming 67044351 to a bit sequence in this case
00000011111111110000001111111111. After the numeric value are transformed the
array are split in half 2 in Fig. B3, in this case are
00000011111111110000001111111111 divided into 0000001111111111 and
0000001111111111. Then the zeroes in the beginning are removed this operation are
market with a 3, in this example the result are 1111111111 and 1111111111. The fourth
step is to add the two arrays together, in this case the result are
11111111111111111111. The fifth step is to divide the fist seven numbers in the array,
the result are 1111111 and 1111111111111. The sixth step is to divide the array that is
containing 1111111111111 in to two arrays on containing 1111111 and one containing
111111. This information are the calculated in to a valid address for the circuit wiring
robot. Fig. B4 is a magnified picture of the calculation.

Figure B4
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n = ArraySize

In this loop the data are transformed according to this formula

∑ 2 * [n] . In the
n

n =0

example with a complete card the result are going to be 127. The result are then
transformed in to a string and all of the three strings are added together. The translator
have then translated 67044351 in to 127127063 which is the correct address for
activating all of the relays on a Instrument card according to the circuit wiring robot
specification.
Component cards:
The translation for a component card are similar to the translation for an instrument
card, the only difference are that the component card only have 10 relays. For example
if the measurement server shall activate all of the relays on a component cards the
measurement server are going to send 2031647 or as a bit sequence
00000000000111110000000000011111. This will be processed by the translator
according to Fig. B5.

Figure B5
The steps are similar to the ones for an instrument card, first are the 32-bits integer
transformed in to an array, this array are then divided in half, then the zeros in the
beginning of the sub arrays are removed and the array are calculated according to
n = ArraySize

∑ 2 * [n] . In the example of a request where a full component card is addressed,
n

n =0

the information entered into translator is 2031647 and the out put to this request is “card
number” 031031000.
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Circuit Switch
For experiments that cover measurements of a transient it is important to have a
function that can switch one component on and off without changing the rest of the
circuit and that this switch is fast and exact in time. To create a transient a component
needs to be disconnected for a short while and then reconnected. Circuit_switch.vi
demands a card number and a relay number to be able to perform the switch. After a
valid card and component number is given circuit_switch.vi uses session settings to
find out what status the entered relay have, if the relay are connected circuit_switch.vi
disconnects the relay, and if the relay are disconnected circuit_switch.vi connects the
relay. When circuit_switch.vi changes status on a rely, the new status are saved in
session settings, by saving the change, the system always haves information about the
circuit that are connected in the circuit wiring robot. There is some work that needs to
be preformed before circuit switch are able to switch a relay, in the system there is a
maximum of 20 relays on one card. This relays are represented by a 32 bit string where
a “0” means that the relay are not connected and a “1” represents a connected relay. For
example if relay 1 and 20 is connected the bit string will look like this
00000010000000000000000000000001. The blue numbers to the right represents relays
1 to 10 and the blue numbers to the left represents relays 11 to 20, the numbers that are
red will always be zero when addressing relays on a card. When receiving a specified
relay number, circuit_switch.vi needs to find out where in this bit sting to perform the
change. This algorithm is presented in Fig. B6.

Figure B6
First the system tries to find out what type of card it is, there are two types of cards,
component card with 10 relays and then there is instrument card with 20 relays. The
component cards have the addresses from 1 to 16. This comparison is marked with a 1
in Fig. B6. When the circuit_switch.vi is aware of the type of card that is going to be
address a new comparison is made marked with a 3, this comparison is made to see if
the relay that is going to be switch is one of the first ten. If this is the case there is only
to add zeros to the left until there is a 32 bit string. For example if the relay that is going
to be switch is number 5, the address representing this is
00000000000000000000000000010000. But if relay number twelve is going to be
switch there is a problem, since this relay is among those who is in the upper part of the
address the system needs to add the “red” zeros. These zeros are needed to get the
addressing right when it is later used in the Digital_IO.vi. The address string will look
like this 00000000000000100000000000000000. This step is marked with a 4 in Fig.
B6.
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Figure B7
Fig. B7 presents an overview of circuit_switch.vi. There are three major parts of this
VI. The first are market with a 1and this is where the system translates the relay number
to 32 bit sting. In the upper right corner market with a 2 is where the current setting for
a specified card is extracted and after a successful switching the new information are
saved to session settings. In the lower right corner market with a 3 the system adds card
number with the 32 bits address and sends it to a VI named translator.vi, this VI are
coved under the heading translator, after that the translator.vi have transformed the
information to a format that can be understood by the circuit wiring robot it is sent over
the USB interface. The two strings that are returned from translator are combined to one
string and then sent to the VI named Digital_IO, this VI is covered in the section
Digital IO.

Digital IO
Digital_IO.vi is the last function to handle the information before transferring it to the
circuit wiring robot, in this VI there are three parts that all have an important part to
play. There is a function for clearing all cards, one functions for clearing one or more
cards and a functions for configure a complete card. Digital_IO.vi is the only function
allowed to write to the USB interface and is the one that handles USB communication.
Digital_IO.vi uses file_IO.vi to log information to file, this log file can be used in
debugging and are a source of information for any external programs, and the
information is saved in an ordinary text file and can be read by various programs. The
current configuration is always saved in this file.
Clear all cards:
Digital_IO.vi covers three important parts of the system, the first part is to clear all of
the cards in the circuit wiring robot. This function is used every time the equipment
server is initiated to guarantee that a new connection can be made without concerning
any old configuration. In Fig. B8 are an overview of the part in digital_IO.vi that
handles clear all card.
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Figure B8
This function contains a loop that is preformed 32 times, according to the specification
of the circuit wiring robot 32 is the maximum number of card that can be present at the
same time. This loop is mainly performing two things. The first thing is to write
000000000 to every card in the circuit wiring robot, this function is market with a 1 in
Fig. B8. After one card has be cleared the information are updated in session setting,
this are market with a 2 in Fig. B8. The log files that are saved to disk are
simultaneously overwritten with an empty file representing a cleared circuit wiring
robot.
Clear multiple cards:
Next function in digital_IO.vi are clear multiple cards, this function are used by
circuit_builder.vi. When a circuit is build there are probably some cards that are not
included in the circuit and these cards needs to be cleared. The reason for this is to
prevent any interfering from previous measurements, to increase the performance of the
equipment server only those cards that are not used is cleared instead of clearing all
cards before building the circuit. Clear multiple cards receive a string with the number
of those cards that need to be cleared from circuit_builder.vi, this string is transform to
an array by CardStringtoArray.vi. This array with card numbers is then sent into a
loop, a built-in function gives an auto-index tunnel that will enter one card for every
time the loop is iterated. In Fig. B9 there is an overview of this function.
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Figure B9
This function is similar to clear all card, instead of running the loop 32 times this
function runs the loop as many times as it is necessary. Within the loop there is one
function that clears the information saved in session settings this is preformed in the
upper part of Fig. B9. In the lower part of Fig. B9 all of the cards are cleared and the
new state is saved to file by using the function file_IO.vi.
Build a complete card:
This function builds a complete card and is used by circuit_builder.vi, the function
receives a string containing card number and the numeric representation of the relays to
connect on this card. The system separates the card number from the information
concerning the relays, this information are saved to the log file. When the information is
saved it is sent to the USB interface. In Fig. B10 there is an overview of this function.

Figure B10
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USB
USBOpen.vi is called during the initiation of the equipment server. Before commands
can be sent over the USB interface this VI needs to be loaded and active. In previous
versions of the equipment server this communication has been preformed over the I/O
card. By introducing this USB interface a more standard communication is
accomplished. The VI demands an address representing the circuit wiring robot, this
address are decided when the .ini file and that is loaded when the equipment server is
started. USBOpen.vi adds information to the error signal if failure occurs during the
opening of a USB session, and if necessary the VI can pass on the address information
to other VI:s.

Figure B11
Fig. B11 is a complete overview of USBOpen.vi, to the left are inputs to the VI and to
the right are outputs from the VI. The VI named VISA in Fig. B11 is a standard VI for
USB communication and can be found in LabVIEWs default library. The error signal is
divided after the VISA VI because if an invalid address to the USB device are entered
the message “Invalid Session Type. Next time, select a USB RAW VISA Resource.” are
added to the error signal. After the USB has been initiated USBWrite.vi are used to
communicate with the circuit wiring robot, this VI are shown in Fig. B12.

Figure B12
USBWrite.vi demands the address representing the circuit wiring robot, this input are
named USB to the upper left in Fig. B12. After a valid address is given to the VI,
information are transferred from “Bulk out data” shown in Fig. B12 to the circuit wiring
robot. VISA abc is a standard VI for USB communication and can be found in
LabVIEW:s default library. When the server needs to be reinitiated or when the server
need to be rebooted the USB session needs to be close to prevent software failure.
USBClose.vi handles USB session closing. A complete overview is shown in Fig. B13.
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Figure B13
When closing a USB connection the only information demanded is the address of the
USB device that is going to be closed and the only output is the error cluster in case
something goes wrong.
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